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ALL ABOUT CALABRIA  
  
The Masters of Food Culture and Communications just wrapped up their first study trip. It 
was a week long visit to the region of Calabria, known for its heat both in temperature and 
culinary pepper usage. Seafood, sausage, and culture is lathered with peperoncino. At the 
southernmost tip of the boot, tucked up in the hillsides of this mostly coastal area, there is 
much to uncover in the areas of Cosenza and Crotone.  
  
1) Eat at Catina Marinelli Rossano 

We arrived into Rossano late Sunday night. 
Then checked into Vallone del Grano, a 
surprisingly beautiful B&B with balconies 
opening up to the center of the town. 
Absolutely famished after a long day of 
traveling we headed to Catina Marinelli 
Rossano for our first dinner. We were 
warmly greeted by the husband and wife of 
this traditional home feel Calabrian 
restaurant. Family-style dishes began to 
pour out of the tiny kitchen. First local 
charcuterie, cheese, and homemade wine 
came out. Then Pesca Sardella, the first but 
not the last time this dish would present 
itself. A mixture of a fish dubbed the “Caviar 
of the South,” or Nunnata mixed with hot 
peppers, olive oil, and lemon. Then came 
potato and zucchini gratin, tiny meatballs, 
hand-rolled Fileja pasta with ham and 
pecorino, and veal mushroom Scallopini. It 
was a good introduction to what would be a 
recurring theme of generous food portions.  



2) Drink Passito 
After the first day on the road and an extremely nourishing dinner where our zippers no 
longer fastened, we went to Saracena, the ancient town famous for its Arab quarter. Ten 
centuries ago this place was easy to imagine occupied by noisy merchants and street 
markets, now there is peace and silence. The stone houses, narrow streets and a small 
square on which old residents gather in the afternoon to enjoy the sun and leisured 
conversation, that’s how it looks right now. But there is something else to be excited about 
in Saracena: amber yellow passito with gold reflections, intense aroma and complex exotic 
fruit flavour. Local winemakers have produced this type of wine since the very beginning 
and only in this area. If you need specific recommendations, we suggest to try Moscato 
passito from two Slow Food producers - Cantina Viola and Cantina Diana. 

3) Visit to Fattoria Didattica Al Vituso  
Two days later and one and a half hours under the air-conditioning in the bus and we 
stretched out the stiff legs and hands standing in front of the gates to the farm. After we 
quickly looked around we were offered lunch with fresh mozzarella, chicken pieces with 
peperoncino (very spicy!) and home-made pasta. Relaxed and melted by the scorching 
sun we followed our guide and were able to enjoy and cuddle with ponies and sheep. 
Some of them were so nice that we were close to stealing them and bringing them back to 
Bra. We were surprised to hear that this farm actually works with researchers on the effect 
of these animals on cancer recovery patients.    

4) Learn about the making of Raw Pecorino Cheese  
When our eyes were just getting used to straw yellow, from the almost deserted 
landscape outside the window, we arrived to Masseria de Tursi. This 90 hectare family 
farm is mostly famous for their sheep cheese, where they produce raw milk products in 
accordance with old traditions of sheep farming. We tried soft and aged ricotta and 
Pecorino cheese made of 100% from bio sheep milk. 
  
5) Walk the beach to Sunset in Crotone 

It’s been a long week. The 
adventures of food, heat, wine, 
peperoncino and sweat has 
consumed your life. You step 
into the sand barefoot, recall 
all the wonderful producers 
you met throughout the week 
and reflect on the gastronomic 
immersion you had. Find a 
vacant plot of sand, look off 
into the distance and enjoy the 
sunset.  


